Wednesday, August 22nd
Ag Equipment Auction
Bidding starts to close at 10:00 a.m. CDT

Oklahoma State University is offering items for sale through purplewave.com online auction. “View equipment by appointment only”. “Sold as is Where is” and No Guarantees.

Sale 1909-KP
OSU-Plant & Soil Sciences;
Stillwater, OK
Item-specific questions should be directed to Tyler Roberts at 405.239.0730. For other questions please contact Kathie Parham, 405.744.8499.

Purchaser acknowledges that items purchased could be subject to United States laws and regulations, including those that relate to the export of items subject to export controls under the Export Administration Regulations, 15 CFR 730-774, and/or sanctions administered by the U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset Controls. Purchaser agrees that it is Purchaser’s responsibility to comply with any applicable laws or regulations regarding the export of the item(s).

Item #EK9616
Great Plains EWF13-260699 grain drill
- 13’W
- 26 row units
- 6” row spacing
- Bulk fill system
- Ground meter drive
- Double disk openers
- Single rubber closing system
- Fertilizer bulk box
- Pin hitch
- (2) 7.50-20 transport tires
- Unknown operating condition
- Sale# 1909-KP
- Serial 2066R
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